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book that will provide you worth, get the extremely best seller from us currently
from several preferred authors. If you want to witty books, lots of novels, tale, jokes,
and more ﬁctions collections are along with launched, from best seller to one of the
most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every ebook collections Philipps Helen Home The
For Designs Applique And Patchwork Sewing 4 Decorations Homestyle Patchwork
Pretty that we will very oﬀer. It is not on the costs. Its about what you dependence
currently. This Philipps Helen Home The For Designs Applique And Patchwork Sewing
4 Decorations Homestyle Patchwork Pretty, as one of the most operational sellers
here will unconditionally be accompanied by the best options to review.

KEY=THE - KELLEY PARSONS
PRETTY PATCHWORK GIFTS
OVER 25 SIMPLE SEWING PROJECTS COMBINING PATCHWORK,
APPLIQUÉ AND EMBROIDERY
David and Charles Give a gorgeous handmade gift with over 25 simple
patchwork patterns! Patchwork isn't just about making quilts; it's about
creating smaller projects too, and sewing something pretty to treasure!
This book has a tempting range of quick-to-stitch patchwork patterns to
get you started; from applique cushion designs and hand-pieced doll's
quilts to pretty birdhouses, brooches, boxes and even soft toy rabbits in
pretty patchwork dresses. Each chapter features easy-to-follow
instructions, diagrams and templates, with gorgeous full-color
photography. Use these designs as a starting point to inspire your own
creativity, and make pretty patchwork gifts for friends and family, for
every occasion.

PRETTY PATCHWORK HOMESTYLE DECORATIONS
4 SEWING, PATCHWORK AND APPLIQUÉ DESIGNS FOR THE HOME
David and Charles Four tempting quick-to-stitch patchwork patterns to
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prettify your space! These patchwork projects are simple but inspiring,
with beautiful detail and lots of extra ideas. The designs make perfect
handmade gifts for all occasions or pretty decorations for the home
including bunting, a ﬂower garland, a decorative wall hanging, and cute
little stuﬀed houses. Included are easy-to-follow instructions, color photos,
and delightful illustrations throughout.

PRETTY PATCHWORK GIFTS
OVER 25 SIMPLE SEWING PROJECTS COMBINING PATCHWORK,
APPLIQUE AND EMBROIDERY
David & Charles Sew a gorgeous handmade gift with over 25 simple
patchwork, applique and embroidery patterns for you to make at home.
Patchwork isn't just about making quilts; it's about creating smaller
projects too, and sewing something pretty to treasure! Pretty Patchwork
Gifts has a tempting range of quick-to-stitch patchwork patterns to get you
started; from applique cushion designs and hand-pieced doll's quilts, to
pretty birdhouses, brooches, boxes and even soft toy rabbits in pretty
patchwork dresses. Each chapter features easy-to-follow instructions,
diagrams and templates, with gorgeous full-colour photography. Use these
designs as a starting point to inspire your own creativity, and make pretty
patchwork gifts for friends and family, for every occasion!

MODERN VINTAGE GIFTS
OVER 20 PRETTY & NOSTALGIC PROJECTS TO SEW & GIVE
David and Charles Over twenty simple yet desirable craft projects to make
and gift—or keep for yourself. Designer Helen Phillips returns with this
collection of over twenty highly giftable sewing and patchwork projects for
home accessories, toys, and gifts. Simple enough for beginners yet
desirable enough for more experienced sewers, the projects explore a wide
range of techniques including patchwork, quilting, paper piercing,
appliqué, color play, embroidery, and embellishment. Projects include
small quilts, dolls, bags, pillows, hearts, ﬂowers, stars, angels, birds, and
more—all in a gorgeous coordinating color palette. Praise for Modern
Vintage Gifts “As quilters we understand the investment of time that goes
into any handmade gift, so it's a really positive thing that many of these
projects can be made in an afternoon or so.” —McCall's Quilting

HOME SWEET HOME SEWING
Here are 17 new designs from Helen Philipps exploring her love of fabrics,
patchwork and colour. There is a selection of inspiring projects including
quilts, pillows, a spring wreath, little deer toy, handstitched pincushions
and other sewing notions, pretty fabric bags, coasters, charms and
decorations. Helen's style is fresh and modern and her work includes extra
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details and embellishments to inspire your own creativity.

PRETTY PATCHWORK CUSHIONS & PILLOWS
3 SEWING, PATCHWORK AND APPLIQUE DESIGNS FOR CUSHIONS AND
PILLOWS
David and Charles Sew a gorgeous handmade gift with 3 simple patchwork,
applique and embroidery cushion and pillow patterns for you to make at
home. Patchwork isn’t just about making quilts; it’s about creating smaller
projects too, and sewing something pretty to treasure! Pretty Patchwork
Cushions & Pillows has a tempting range of quick-to-stitch patchwork
patterns to get you started. All three patterns feature beautiful appliqué
cushion designs and will make the perfect adition to any home. Each
chapter features easy-to-follow instructions, diagrams and templates, with
gorgeous full-colour photography. Use these designs as a starting point to
inspire your own creativity, and make pretty patchwork gifts for friends
and family, for every occasion!

HOME SWEET HOME CROSS STITCH
David & Charles A collection of beautiful quick-to stitch projects that will
brighten up every corner of your home. In Home Sweet Home, the
traditional cross stitch sampler has been brought up to date with a choice
of ﬁve picture designs to welcome guests. Three more chapters show how
cross stitch patches can be added to a range of easy-sew projects for the
home, for family gifts and for Christmas decorations. There are so many
ways to help you satisfy your desire to create a handmade keepsake
including a simple patchwork quilt, a retro hostess apron, and decorative
bunting to name a few. Bright, contemporary fabrics complement the cross
stitch motifs, and simple bead, button, applique and embroidery
embellishments make the ﬁnished pieces even more special.

SIMPLE SEWN GIFTS
David & Charles Stitch 25 Fast and Easy Gifts from the Heart Every one of
these gorgeous gift ideas is so simple to make up, leaving you free to get
creative with the embellishments. Yo-yos, appliqué, embroidery and other
stitching techniques add that essential touch of personalization and care to
every project. They also provide the perfect opportunity for you to try your
hand at new decorative tricks on a small and easy scale.

HELEN PHILIPPS' CROSS STITCH GARDEN NOTEBOOK
Combine your passion for cross stitch with your love of gardens! Two
popular pastimes come together in a beautiful new collection of designs
sure to please all. Each subject--the rambling cottage garden, bountiful
kitchen garden, topiary, parterres, knots, orchard, and more--features a
full-size sampler, as well as smaller projects such as cards and pincushions.
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A range of eye-catching embellishments that add extra dimension,
including charms and buttons, make these needleworks extra special. Plus:
a gardener's alphabet!

BABY BOUTIQUE
16 HANDMADE PROJECTS - SHOES, HATS, BAGS, TOYS & MORE
C&T Publishing Inc In this charming how-to book Baby Boutique, designer Sue
Kim puts her signature style into 16 projects to welcome a new baby. You'll
ﬁnd patterns for hats, bibs, booties, blankets, toys, diaper bags and so
much more. All the projects are presented with beautiful photography that
highlights various infant-friendly fabric options. A comprehensive section
on sewing basics makes the book exceptionally easy to use. There's even
an innovative eco-friendly gift wrap chapter to help you showcase your
lovely gift. After all, there’s nothing more heartwarming than a handmade
keepsake for a little one.

SIMPLE PATCHWORK PROJECTS
20 ANIMAL-THEMED PROJECTS TO SEW AND QUILT
Taunton Press Transform fat quarters and fabric scraps into adorable
projects for your home. Use templates of your favorite animals to piece
shapes in tessellating designs, so the shapes ﬁt together without gaps.
There is no stressing over the math--it's all done for you--and easy-tofollow, step-by-step instructions with accompanying photographs ensure
success.

LOVE OF QUILTS
A TREASURY OF CLASSIC QUILTING STORIES
Voyageur Press DIVThere are more than 20 million quilters in the United
States, and 78 percent of dedicated quilters read for pleasure. To reach
this vast group, we've expanded our line of quilting books by bringing back
"A Patchwork of Pieces, previously published in 1993. "Love of Quilts
features twenty-eight entertaining short stories about quilts and quilters
collected from the pages of classic magazines such as "Godey's Lady's
Book, Harper's Bazaar, and "Good Housekeeping, introducing readers to
the captivating worlds of quilters in other times and places. From courtings
that nearly go astray to husbands and wives brought together by quilts to
quilters obsessed with securing scraps, "Love of Quilts has something for
every quilter. Fascinating ﬁction, these stories also provide important
social history. This book also includes a bibliography of quilt ﬁction and a
time line that lists American quilt ﬁction, plays, poems, and patterns
published from 1845 to 1940./div
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JELLY FILLED—18 QUILTS FROM 2 1/2'' STRIPS
ALL SKILL LEVELS
C&T Publishing Inc Open a sweet new range of possibilities with rolls of
precut strips and these eighteen quilting projects. Raid your fabric pantry!
The bestselling author of Charm School is back with eighteen innovative
projects using precut 2 1/2” strips. Vanessa Goertzen’s fabric recipes will
help you cook up basic, beginner-friendly strip-pieced blocks and more
advanced designs: triangles, stars, log cabins, hexagons, and even curves.
Use convenient fabric rolls, or create your own stunning strips from
yardage. Whether you are newer to quilting or have lots of experience,
you’ll spend less time cutting, and more time creating. • Sweet and simple!
Sew eighteen jelly-riﬁc quilts made from 2 1/2” precut fabric strips • Learn
precut shortcuts with bestselling Charm School author Vanessa Goertzen •
Start with basic quilt blocks, and build your skills to piece triangles,
hexagons, curves, and more

PRETTY IN PATCHWORK: DOLL QUILTS
24 LITTLE QUILTS TO PIECE, STITCH, AND LOVE
Lark Books (NC) Accompanied by instructions for accessories and photos,
twenty top online designers provide a charming selection of patterns for
doll quilts that use applique, piecing and embroidery. Original.

I LOVE CROSS STITCH – CHRISTMAS COUNTDOWN
5 ADVENT CALENDARS TO STITCH
David and Charles This book contains a fantastic selection of cross stitch
patterns for advent calendars, from leading designers and authors. It
features strong designs across a range of styles, with clear, full-color cross
stitch charts and easy-to-follow sewing instructions for each project-perfect for beginners.

A QUILTING LIFE
CREATING A HANDMADE HOME
C&T Publishing Inc “With its diverse selection of fabrics and designs, A
Quilting Life is a ﬁne pick for any quilter looking to produce family-oriented
keepsake results.” —The Needlecraft Shelf Bring the handmade tradition
home with these charming quilts and home accessories. Inspired by a
grandmother who loved to sew for her family, quilter and blogger Sherri
McConnell gives traditional patterns like hexagons, stars, snowballs, and
Dresden Plates a new look featuring fabrics by some of today’s most
popular designers. Nineteen cozy projects include pillows, tote bags, table
runners, and larger quilts—quick and easy designs that make great gifts.
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“Sherri’s book is a treasure! It’s full of fun and straight-forward patterns
for quilts, table toppers, pillows, bags and more—all the goodies to make a
cozy home.” —Thimbleanna “Would you like the opportunity to make
tomorrow’s heirlooms in today’s vast selection of prints? . . . If so, this
could be the reference book that will get you started. There are 19
projects, mainly focusing on handmade household items but including
some larger quilts too.” —Fabrications Quilting for You “Beautiful
inspiration if you are a seasoned quilter, but also a great resource with
clear and in some cases, simple patterns for newbies as well.” —Diary of a
Quilter “Color photos of ﬁnished needlework projects accompany step-bystep diagrams and assembly patterns, while at-a-glance sidebars covering
materials and cutting allow needleworkers to gauge the complexity of each
project.” —The Needlecraft Shelf

GROWING UP MODERN
16 QUILT PROJECTS FOR BABIES & KIDS
C&T Publishing Inc Allison Harris shows how beginner and expert sewists
alike can make a child's quilt that will be cherished for years to come.
Growing Up Modern —16 Quilt Projects for Babies & Kids provides
inspiration and guidance in 16 versatile keepsake projects. 7 of the
patterns adapt to make crib- and twin-sized quilts. There's a
comprehensive overview on quiltmaking basics, step-by-step instructions,
and vibrant photographs to help you from start to ﬁnish. For those who
believe that quilting is impossible when you have kids, the author (and
mother of 3) includes helpful hints on ﬁnding the time and keeping it fun.

MODA ALL-STARS ALL IN A ROW
24 ROW-BY-ROW QUILT DESIGNS
Martingale Discover the mix-and-match possibilities for fabulous quilts with
row patterns by your favorite Moda designers, including Lissa Alexander of
Moda Lissa, Lynne Hagmeier of Kansas Troubles Quilters, Camille Roskelley
of Thimbleblossoms, Edyta Sitar of Laundry Basket Quilts, Pat Sloan, and
many more. 24 row designs in three appealing categories: Classic
Patchwork (tried-and-true favorites), Well Seasoned (fresh quilts for every
season), and A Bit of Whimsy (playful, carefree designs) Perfect for a rowrobin quilt-along with your friends, the rows can be put together in many
diﬀerent combinations Includes step-by-step instructions and illustrations,
plus a quilt gallery that provides inspiration for various combinations and
using stand-alone rows

WOOL, NEEDLE & THREAD
THE GO-TO GUIDE FOR WOOL STITCHERY
Martingale The deﬁnitive guide to wool applique and embroidery! Welcome
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to beloved designer Lisa Bongean's private classroom! Toss the trial-anderror and learn from Lisa's decades of experience how she creates her
exquisite stitcheries step by step: wool applique, embroidery, and more.
Filled with close-up photos of Lisa's hands working her magic, this book
will help you master each technique down to the tiniest detail. Start with
Lisa's fabric tips; then move on to her favorite tools, templates, threads,
and needles. How does she create her slim vines, pretty pennies, and
ﬂower appliques? It's all here, along with a dozen embroidery stitches in
photos so clear, you'll know exactly how to re-create them. Lisa also shares
ﬁve sweet projects to make yourself, rounding out this jam-packed volume
that will teach you how to start, stitch, and ﬁnish your projects more
accurately, more conﬁdently, and more beautifully than ever before.

SIMPLE CHRISTMAS TIDINGS
SCRAPPY QUILTS AND PROJECTS FOR YULETIDE STYLE
Martingale In Kim Diehl's ﬁrst-ever Christmas book, you'll ﬁnd decoration
inspiration for your family's celebration. Revel in the sight of gracious
rooms all dressed up for the holidays in Kim's signature style. Enjoy more
than a dozen festive projects, including a table topper, throw pillow, tree
skirt, wall hangings and lap quilts, ornaments, door hangers, stockings,
and more Welcome the winter season with Kim's tips for decorating your
home with yuletide ﬂair Enrich your table with Kim's scrumptious holiday
recipes

SIMPLE APPLIQUE
APPROACHABLE TECHNIQUES, EASY METHODS, BEAUTIFUL RESULTS!
Martingale Find out how best-selling author Kim Diehl achieves her
distinctive look. With this comprehensive how-to guide, she shares the
secrets of her signature invisible machine-applique and wool-appliqué
techniques--plus needle-turn and fusible techniques! See techniques
clearly demonstrated in more than 85 step-by-step how-to photos Discover
the tools and supplies Kim recommends for your desired results Use any of
Kim's applique methods to create her inspiring "Scrap Basket Blossoms"
wall hanging (full-sized pattern included) Look for Kim Diehl's Best
Applique Freezer Paper, also available from Martingale

CATALOGING CULTURAL OBJECTS
A GUIDE TO DESCRIBING CULTURAL WORKS AND THEIR IMAGES
American Library Association Reﬂects the new standards for cataloging
cultural materials, complementing existing AACR standards.

RED & WHITE QUILTS
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14 QUILTS WITH TIMELESS APPEAL FROM TODAY'S TOP DESIGNERS
Martingale Generations of quilters have been captivated by the simple
beauty of red-and-white quilts. Today's quilters are no diﬀerent. Whether
it's humble patchwork or more complex designs, a quilt stitched in only red
and white fabrics speaks to the hearts of so many quilters. In Red & White
Quilts, 14 of our generation's top designers share their takes on red-andwhite quilts, ranging from vintage-inspired beauties to more modern
styles. From patchwork to applique to English paper piecing, designers
including Lisa Bongean, Sue Daley, Kim Diehl, Victoria Findlay Wolfe, Carrie
Nelson, Camille Roskelley, and Jen Kingwell oﬀer a one-of-a-kind collection
sure to inspire you to create your own legacies in red and white.

STITCH SAVVY
25 SKILL-BUILDING PROJECTS TO TAKE YOUR SEWING TECHNIQUE TO
THE NEXT LEVEL
Krause Publications 5 tracks x 5 projects x Loads of Versatile Techniques = 25
Awesome Projects to Master Sewing! In Stitch Savvy, there are 5 tracks
(home decor, handbags, kids' items, quilting and clothing), and each track
has 5 projects that start simple and build up your skills. But wait, there's
more! Cross-referenced techniques allow you to skip around and explore
certain skills. (You loved the box pleats in the Sashiko curtains? Check out
the A-line skirt with the peek-a-boo pleat!) So customize your sewing
education! Work your way through all the Home Decor projects--from
simple to more advanced. Want to ease into sewing? Start with the Level 1
projects in each track. Love piping? Jump from track to track to explore all
the ways you can use piping. This book is designed speciﬁcally to allow you
to grow your skills, pursue projects you crave and test the waters outside
your comfort zone--and make some seriously cute projects as you do.
BONUS CD includes 13 PDF patterns for apparel, accessories and home
decor, quilting guides and more!

SIMPLE HARVEST
A BOUNTY OF SCRAPPY QUILTS AND MORE
Martingale Join Kim Diehl for a cozy season ﬁlled with fabulous quilts,
delicious treats, and intimate home decor. Unwind in Kim's warm and
inviting world as you stitch 19 fall-themed projects, including lap quilts,
wall quilts, kitchen towels, sewing notions, place mats, and more--plus
Kim's irresistible recipes and signature decorating tips. Also available: Kim
Diehl's Simple Reﬂections journal, where this best-selling author of 14
books on quiltmaking has gathered her favorite quilts, recipes, and more
to enjoy year-round.
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MENDING WITH LOVE
CREATIVE REPAIRS FOR YOUR FAVORITE THINGS
Tuttle Publishing Extend the life of well-worn, beloved pieces using these
creative techniques. Mending With Love shows you how to apply
embroidery, patching, darning, felting, stamping and a little crochet to
worn pieces of clothing or household items. Instead of stowing or throwing
away damaged pieces that hold happy memories, you can employ these
beautiful and sustainable ideas to give them a new life. With this book,
you'll learn how to: Repair knitted and woven fabrics Work with ﬂat and
curved surfaces Artfully repair comfy, well-made socks and gloves Make a
statement with creative patching Fill in holes with roving using felting
techniques Use embroidery to visibly mend frays or damage from the odd
cat claw Apply other tips and techniques to torn, worn, or stained favorites
Creative as well as practical, mending is both a source of pleasure and an
eco-friendly fashion statement. Instead of buying more stuﬀ with less
meaning, this method allows you to hold on to the things that have a
special place in your heart. As "fast fashion" has rapidly expanded,
mending has re-emerged as a popular, environmentally-friendly movement
around the world.

SEWING ANIMAL DOLLS
HEIRLOOM PATTERNS TO MAKE FOR DAISY AND HER FRIENDS
White Owl Learn how to make Daisy Dog, her best friends Rosie Rabbit, the
twins Betty and Ben Bear and Daisy’s beret wearing puppy Mimi. Each
character has their own complete wardrobe for all of their adventures
together, from playing dress up to long summer picnics, sleepovers and
weekend walks. Daisy and Friends features easy to follow step by step
instructions with full-size sewing patterns for all of the characters, clothes
and accessories.

SEW MANY NOTIONS
WONDERFUL WOOL APPLIQUES, SIMPLE STITCHERIES, AND MORE
The deep, rich colors of the primitive look meet cute sewing-themed motifs
in this collection of fun-to-stitch projects for wool lovers. Decorate your
sewing space with more than 18 designs, including pincushions, needle
holders, mini-quilts, a table mat, and more. The chunky applique shapes
and easy wool stitcheries by Debbie Busby of Wooden Spool Designs are
perfect for on-the-go handwork and quick, relaxing projects to give as
gifts.

PAT SLOAN'S TEACH ME TO APPLIQUE
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FUSIBLE APPLIQUE THAT'S SOFT AND SIMPLE
Martingale Is it possible? Fusible appliqué that's soft and drapey--and easy?
Yes it is, and Pat Sloan shows you how. An extremely popular teacher and
designer with a huge online radio show following, Pat shares her fusible
techniques for machine-stitched quilts that are as delightful to touch as
they are pleasing to the eye. You'll love what you're about to create!
Projects range from wall hangings to banners to bed quilts, all with Pat's
fresh and cheery style Gain conﬁdence and get all your questions
answered--Pat shares loads of tips throughout Own the ﬁrst in a series of
"Teach Me" books from one of the world's best quilting coaches

I LOVE CROSS STITCH - WORDS OF WI
David and Charles This book contains a fantastic selection of cross stitch
patterns with special messages for every occasion, from leading designers
and authors. It features strong designs across a range of styles, with clear,
full-color cross stitch charts and easy-to-follow sewing instructions for
each project--perfect for beginners.

THE BOOK OF BORO
TECHNIQUES AND PATTERNS INSPIRED BY TRADITIONAL JAPANESE
TEXTILES
David and Charles A collection of boro-inspired projects and techniques
which celebrates this traditional Japanese textile and its relevance to the
modern sewer and quilter. Learn about the history of boro and how it is
being revived for a new audience using contemporary fabrics including
denim, linen and shibori tie dye as well as sashiko and other embroidery
stitches. The word boro comes from the Japanese boroboro meaning
something tattered or repaired. It refers to textiles that have been mended
or patched together for utilitarian, not decorative, purposes to make the
fabric stronger and warmer, and to mend torn and threadbare areas. The
techniques section includes a short stitch directory with traditional
stitches (running stitch and applique) and contemporary stitches
(herringbone stitch, blanket stitch, chain stitch and whipped running
stitch). Other techniques include instructions on improvisational
patchwork; applique: raw, turned edge and reverse; darning techniques
and methods for distressing and ageing fabrics to achieve an authentic
boro ﬁnish.

STITCHED MEMORIES
TELLING A STORY THROUGH CLOTH AND THREAD
SearchPress+ORM “Exquisite content . . . This beautiful book will inspire
anyone to venture into the world of creating your own pieces of textile
artworks.” —Hot Brands Cool Places Our homes are full of treasured items
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from the past. Hidden away from view but never thrown away, they are our
links to the special people and events that tell our story. In this beautiful
and inspiring book, Tilly Rose encourages you to seek out your precious
stash of pre-loved items and transform them into beautiful and practical
textile artworks that celebrate the lives of your loved ones and preserve
your memories for generations to come. Tilly shows you how to make 15
gorgeous projects, including cloth journals, lavender hearts, framed
collages, wall hangings and miniature quilts. All of the designs have a story
to tell and are made using a plethora of vintage fabrics, threads, lace,
ribbon, buttons, beads, photographs and other found items. If you don’t
have a collection of suitable materials at home, you can have fun sourcing
them from online marketplaces, thrift/charity stores and ﬂea markets, and
try mixing them with modern fabrics and embellishments for a more
contemporary look. The projects incorporate a range of exciting
techniques, all explained through clear instructions and step-by-step
photographs, including layering and collage, hand embroidery, transferring
your own designs to cloth, stamping, appliqué, embellishing, patchwork,
free motion embroidery and photo transfer. “[A] stunning book . . . I love
that if like me you enjoy other crafts such as stamping, mixed media and
papercraft, these can all be incorporated into your work and give you an
individual look to any project.” —Postcard Reviews

THE AVENUES OF SALT LAKE CITY
A fascinating guidebook to more than 700 homes in this historic district of
Salt Lake City

LATTE QUILT
"This wonderful project was speciﬁcally devised to meet the needs of
anyone who wants to be creative with a sewing machine using machine
embroidery, stitching and quilting techniques in the Bernina sewing
machines."--Page 10.

TEMECULA QUILT CO. RETURNING TO TEMECULA
SCRAPPY QUILTS WITH A NOD TO THE PAST
Martingale Sheryl Johnson, owner of Temecula Quilt Co. and author of Quirky
Little Quilts, returns with her interpretations of authentic quilts from
yesteryear, sharing patterns for 14 little quilts that capture the make-do
spirit of quilters from the past. From beginner-friendly blocks and scrapfriendly samplers to beautiful applique and crazy piecing, Sheryl's designs
invite you to play with classic blocks, unexpected block pairings, and
distinctive color blends.

THE NEW ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SOUTHERN CULTURE: FOLK ART
New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture: Volume 23: Folk Art
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WOMEN'S WEAR, TORONTO
SIMPLE APPEAL
14 PATCHWORK AND APPLIQUE PROJECTS FOR EVERYDAY LIVING
Martingale With this generous collection of 14 brand-new charming quilts,
Kim Diehl uses modern time-saving techniques and rich fabric pairings to
pay homage to our quilting heritage. Create simple, beautiful patterns and
motifs in warm, welcoming projects for decorating. Choose from appealing
projects ranging from a pincushion to table toppers, lap quilts, wall quilts,
and a bed quilt Learn a variety of techniques: traditional patchwork,
invisible machine applique and wool applique on cotton backgrounds Use
Kim's popular "Pin Point" tip boxes throughout and enjoy the wonderful
photography her books are known for

A PASSION FOR NEEDLEWORK
FACTORIA VII
Needlework ... an obsession since the beginning of time. A passion for
needlework Factoria VII tells the story of beautiful, sophisticated
neddlework juxtaposed with a rustic, industrial cottage. Twelve
extraordinary needlework projects. One texture-rich, stone and wood
cottage. The passion continues as a new adventure awaits within ... Back
cover.

THE BRITISH NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
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